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STORIES ON STRINGS is an Ibiza based
world fusion guitar duo comprising of
Denis Stern and Yan Adrover.

This project combines the spice and
energy of gypsy, Latin American and
Eastern European music and with a
gentle touch of jazz to create melodies
that transport the listener.

The project aims to create an ambient
sound that is perfect for any kind of
audience, right from the casual listener
looking to uplift their spirits and having
a good time to a music lover who
wishes to be in the midst of some classy
and fresh music!

About the Project
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Denis Stern's music is a confluence of many global cultures
and is heavily influenced by his life in Russia, Spain, Italy,
Israel and in India.

He has worked with notable international artists including Ludovico
Einaudi, Chris Mancini, megastar Sandra (Enigma) and Vladimir
Denissenkov, with whom he played for the President of Italy at the
Quirinal Palace.

Denis has performed in Italy, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Romania,
Turkey, Greece, Portugal, United States of America, Russia, India,
Austria and Israel.

DENIS
STERN

Russian- Italian guitarist who is known for his single, Way to
Alhambra which was featured in Chambao's platinum
album 'Flamenco Chill' along with Paco de Lucia and
Vicente Amigo.



R3VORDA
R3vorda (Yan Adrover) is an Argentinian author, composer
and music producer. Yan's music is imbued with each of the
places where he lived (La Plata, Buenos Aires, Ibiza, Paris,
Barcelona), among others.

Played in prestigious venues
and theaters in Europe and
Latin America; a founding
member, composer and
producer of groups such as La
Espiral Sinfónica (Ibiza), El
Circo Divino (Paris-
Barcelona), and Los Cuerpos
Celestes (La Plata, Buenos
Aires)

He was part of Iranian,
Greek, Catalan and French
orchestras, was a circus
artist at Cirque de Paris and
studied and worked with the
Chilean artist Alejandro
Jodorowsky.

As a composer and producer, he
made music for movies, dance
shows, and advertisements for
well-known brands, such as
Adidas (Buenos Aires) and
Chanel (Paris).
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Denis Stern

Email: denistern0770@gmail.com

Phone: +34 613 88 64 91

Whatsapp: +91 73976 02971

Contact Us

Yan Adrover

Email: yanadrover@gmail.com

Phone: +34 650 36 46 04

Whatsapp: +34 650 36 46 04


